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Abstract

Maternal separation is a widely used animal model to study early life adversity in

offspring. However, only a few studies have focused on the impact of disrupting

the maternal bond from the mother's perspective. Such studies reveal alterations

in behavior, whereas the underlying neuroendocrine mechanisms remain largely

unknown. In this study, we compared the consequences of daily brief maternal

separation (BMS; 15 min) versus long maternal separation (LMS; 180 min) during

the first week postpartum with respect to behavioral and neuroendocrine changes

in lactating Sprague–Dawley dams. Mothers were tested for their maternal care

before and after separation, maternal motivation to retrieve pups, as well as

anxiety-related and stress-coping behaviors. In addition, we analyzed their basal

plasma corticosterone levels and oxytocin receptor binding in selected brain

regions of the limbic system and maternal network. LMS dams showed higher

levels of behavioral alterations compared to BMS and non-maternally separated

(NMS) dams, including increased licking and grooming of the pups and decreased

maternal motivation. Anxiety-related behavior was not affected by either separa-

tion paradigm, whereas passive stress-coping behavior tended to increase in the

LMS group. Plasma corticosterone concentrations were not different between

groups. Oxytocin receptor binding was higher in the medial preoptic area and

tended to be higher in the prelimbic cortex of LMS dams, only. Our results demon-

strate that especially daily prolonged maternal separation impacts on the mothers'

behavior and oxytocin system, which suggests that enhanced oxytocin receptor

binding could be a compensatory mechanism for potentially decreased central oxy-

tocin release due to limited pup contact.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The maternal bond is the most important and long-lasting social bond

in nature. The mother–child dyad is in fact interconnected, and it is

critical to maintain a positive and intact bond for the mental and phys-

ical well-being of both subjects.1 In recent decades, several studies

have been conducted to investigate the consequences of a disturbed

mother-offspring bond focusing on the development of the offspring;

hence, the maternal separation paradigm became a well-known animal

model for early life stress.2–4 Maternal separation is performed daily

for short (15–30 min) or long periods of time (180–360 min) and is

typically applied during the first postnatal days after giving birth. In

rodents, maternal separation acts as chronic stressor on the

offspring,5 impacting the offspring's behavior and brain.6–9 Indeed, it

has been linked to increased emotionality10 (for review see11), cogni-

tive impairment,6 altered stress responses,12,13 and epigenetic

changes in the adult central nervous system.14,15 Considering that the

postpartum period is of potentially high-risk to develop psychiatric ill-

nesses such as postpartum depression, it is surprising that only few

studies investigated the effects of a disturbed mother–child bond

from the mother's perspective.16–18 Those studies show that maternal

separation affects the mothers' maternal care, and anxiety- and

depressive-like behavior.19–24 For example, daily 180-min separation

during the first 2 weeks postpartum increases passive stress-coping

behavior in the forced swim test25 and anhedonia in the sucrose pref-

erence test.26 In other studies, the total removal of the offspring

increases passive stress-coping behavior of the mother 1 month

later27 and impairs cognition.28 However, many inconsistencies are

still found when it comes to the phenotypic alterations following

offspring separation, contributing to an unclear picture of separation-

effects. Therefore, the reproduction of known data can help to con-

firm experimental setups and animal models used.

Even fewer studies have examined neuroendocrine alterations,

mainly focusing on the oxytocin (OXT) and the hypothalamic

corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) systems demonstrating, for exam-

ple, that prolonged separation of 20 h daily from lactation day 1 (LD1)

to LD4 decreases the OXT+ neurons activity in the supraoptic nucleus

(SON) of the mothers.22 To our knowledge, no study has investigated

the mechanisms of the OXT system to compensate for the decreased

activity of OXT+ neurons following pup separation. Therefore, we

aimed to reproduce some behavioral alterations and to add new insight

into the neuroendocrine adaptations of the separated mothers, specifi-

cally over the first postpartum week, a time-window characterized by

higher intensities and incidences of maternal responses.29

The OXT system plays an important role in the onset and mainte-

nance of maternal bonding and behavior.30 OXT is primarily synthesized

in and released from the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN) and

SON. During the peripartum period, the activity of the OXT system is

upregulated as it is critical for the expression of maternal behavior,

maternal memory, and emotion modulation.31–37 Furthermore, OXT

receptor (OXTR) binding is increased during the postpartum period38 and

is involved in decreased anxiety-related behavior. Moreover, increased

OXT system activity also dampens the stress response through

modulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis,39,40 which

is triggered by the CRF system eliciting increased plasma adrenocortico-

tropic hormone and corticosterone levels. Increased brain CRF system

activity has severe behavioral effects including impaired maternal behav-

ior.41 Therefore, it is not surprising that one of the peripartum adaptations

is a marked decrease of the CRF system activity.41 It is evident that a

fine-tuning of both systems —increased OXT signaling in parallel to

decreased HPA axis activity— is required for adequate maternal behavior.

To shed more light on a potential involvement of both systems on

the phenotype of the separated mother (as recently reviewed in42),

we compared the most frequently used maternal separation para-

digms, that is, daily separation for 15 min (brief maternal separation,

BMS) versus 180 min (long maternal separation, LMS) in lactating

Sprague–Dawley rat mothers. In addition, we included non-maternally

separated (NMS) dams as a control group. We investigated whether

brief versus long maternal separation during the first week postpar-

tum differentially affects the mothers' behavior and physiology, that

is, maternal care, maternal motivation, anxiety-related behavior, pas-

sive stress-coping behavior, and OXTR binding as well as basal plasma

corticosterone levels and adrenal gland weight. This study sheds new

light on potential compensatory mechanisms in the OXT system that

are triggered by offspring separation.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Animals

The experiments were conducted on female Sprague–Dawley rats

(Charles River Laboratories), weighing 230–250 g on arrival. The rats

were kept under standard laboratory conditions (change of bedding

once per week, 12:12 h light/dark cycle, lights on at 7 a.m., room tem-

perature 22 ± 1�C, relative humidity 55 ± 5%) with access to standard

rat chow (Ssniff-Spezialdiäten GmbH) and water ad libitum. After 7 days

of habituation, females were mated with sexually experienced male

Sprague–Dawley rats in standard laboratory cages (Eurostandard type

IV, 60 cm � 40 cm � 20 cm) for 10 days. From potential pregnancy

day 18 onwards, pregnant females were single housed for undisturbed

delivery either in standard laboratory cages (experiment A), or in obser-

vational cages (plexiglass, 38 cm � 22 cm � 35 cm; experiments B, C).

On the day of delivery (LD0), litters were reduced to eight pups. All

experiments were performed in accordance with the European Union

Directive (2010/63/EU) and were approved by the Government of

Unterfranken. According to the 3-R principles, all efforts were made to

minimize the number of rats and their suffering.

2.2 | Maternal separation procedure

Dams were randomly assigned to one of the following three experi-

mental groups: NMS (control group), BMS (15-min separation), or LMS

(180-min separation). Separations occurred daily from 10.00 a.m. to

1.00 p.m. in LMS and from 12.45 p.m. to 1.00 p.m. in BMS mothers.
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During the separation, litters were kept in boxes containing their home

cage bedding on a heating pad under constant temperature (32�C).

Mothers were left undisturbed in their home cage during the separation

procedure. At the end of the separation protocol, pups were returned

to their home cage and placed in the corner opposite of the mother.

2.3 | Experimental schedule

For an overview of experiments A–C, see Figure 1.

2.3.1 | Experiment A

From LD1 to LD7, rat mothers underwent the maternal separation

protocol except on LD3 when all three groups were tested in the pup

retrieval test (PRT) in a novel arena. In addition, the pup retrieval test

was performed in the home cage on LD1 and LD7 in the BMS and

LMS groups after ending the separation. Number of rats were:

NMS = 9; BMS = 9; LMS = 8.

2.3.2 | Experiment B

From LD1 to LD6, a different cohort of rat mothers underwent the

maternal separation protocol. On LD7, all three groups were tested in

the light dark box (LDB) and on LD8 in the forced swim test (FST).

Number of rats were: NMS = 8; BMS = 8; LMS = 7.

2.3.3 | Experiment C

From LD1 to LD6, a different cohort of rat mothers underwent the

maternal separation protocol. Maternal care was monitored from LD1

to LD6 before and after the reunion with the pups. The bodyweight

of mothers and of whole litters was taken from all groups at 5.00 p.m.

from LD1 to LD6. On LD7, all rats were sacrificed, and blood, brains

and adrenal glands were collected for further analysis. Number of rats

were: n = 7 in each group.

2.4 | Test for maternal motivation

Maternal motivation to retrieve pups is an essential maternal behavior

ensuring the survival of the offspring until their reproductive matu-

rity.43 The motivation was tested in the PRT, either in the home cage

or in a novel arena, and the number of pups retrieved every 10-s

noted.

2.4.1 | Home cage

Maternal motivation to retrieve pups into the nest after placing them

back into the home cage was recorded immediately after reunion fol-

lowing the separation paradigms.20 Pups were placed in the corner

opposite to the mother and the mother's behavior was videotaped for

later analysis by an experimenter blind to the treatment. The latency

to retrieve each of the eight pups during the 10-min test was

analyzed.

2.4.2 | Novel arena

The PRT was performed between 10.00 a.m. and 12.00 p.m. and

lasted 15 min. One hour prior to testing, pups were removed from the

mother into separate boxes containing bedding from their home cage

under controlled temperature conditions (32�C). For the PRT, pups

were placed in a novel arena (54 cm � 34 cm � 60 cm) covered with

F IGURE 1 Experimental design and
timeline. Experiment A was designed to
study maternal motivation in two
different settings. Experiment B aimed to
reveal effects of maternal separation on
anxiety-related and passive stress-coping
behavior. Experiment C was designed to
monitor maternal care before and after
separation, and to collect basal samples

from blood, brain, and adrenal glands.
Abbreviations: EXP, experiment; FST,
forced swim test; LD, lactation day; LDB,
light–dark box; MC, maternal care; PRT,
pup retrieval test.
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bedding from their home cage following a specific scheme of place-

ment as previously described.44 Trials were video recorded for subse-

quent analysis by an experimenter blind to the treatment. The latency

to retrieve each of the eight pups during the 15-min test was ana-

lyzed. Before each test, the arena was cleaned with tap water and

dried thoroughly.

2.5 | Test for anxiety-related behavior

Anxiety-related behavior was tested between 9.00 a.m. and 12.00 p.m.

in the LDB.45 The arena was divided into a light (40 cm � 50 cm,

180 lux) and a dark compartment (40 cm � 30 cm, 0 lux) connected via

an opening (7.5 cm � 7.5 cm). At the beginning of the test, dams were

placed in the center of the light box and their behavior was recorded

for 10 min for later analysis by an experimenter blind to the treatment

with EthoVision XT (Noldus). Behaviors analyzed were: time spent in

the light box, numbers of transitions from the light to the dark box and

locomotor activity in the whole arena. Before each test, the arena was

cleaned with tap water and dried thoroughly.

2.6 | Test for passive stress-coping

Passive stress-coping behavior was tested in the FST.46 Between 9.00 a.-

m. and 12.00 p.m., rat mothers were forced to swim for 10 min in a cylin-

drical tank (50 cm high, 30 cm diameter) filled with tap water (23 ± 1�C)

to a depth that rats could not touch the bottom with their hind paws or

tail. Trials were recorded for later analysis using the software JWatcher

(https://www.jwatcher.ucla.edu) by an experimenter blind to the treat-

ment. The total time spent floating (passive stress-coping, indicative of

depressive-like behavior47) was analyzed.

2.7 | Observation of maternal care

Maternal care in the home cage was monitored and manually scored

by an experimenter blind to the treatment according to an established

protocol.44,48–50 Observation of maternal care was performed from

9.00 a.m. to 10.00 a.m. and from 1.00 p.m. to 2.00 p.m. every 2 min

for 10 s prior to the maternal separation (T1) and after reunion with

the pups (T2) leading to a total count of 60 observation points per

dam and per day. The scored behaviors to determine the quality of

maternal care were licking and grooming (LG) of the pups and arched-

back nursing (ABN).51

2.8 | Blood collection and corticosterone ELISA

Between 10.00 a.m. and 12.00 p.m., dams in their home cage were

transported to a separate room, flash-anesthetized with isoflurane

(in preparation for perfusion; see below), the thorax opened, and

blood was collected immediately from the right atrium of the heart in

EDTA-coated tubes (0.5 M, pH 7.4; Sarstedt), which were maintained

on ice until further processing. Blood samples were centrifuged for

10 min at 9,391 g, plasma was collected and processed with the ELISA

kit for corticosterone analysis following the protocol of the manufac-

turer (Tecan IBL International GmbH).

2.9 | Brain sampling and OXTR autoradiography

After blood sampling (see above), dams underwent cardiac perfusion

with ice-cold 1� PBS, decapitated, brains were flash-frozen in n-

methylbutane, and stored at �20�C until cutting into coronal sections

of 16 μm using a cryostat (CM3050S; Leica Microsystem GmbH). For

each brain region of interest, that is, agranular insular cortex (AIP),

accessory olfactory nuclei (AOB), bed nucleus of the stria terminalis

(BNST), central amygdala (CeA), lateral septum dorsal (dLS) and ventral

(vLS), medial preoptic area (MPOA), nucleus accumbens shell (NAcc

shell), prelimbic cortex (PL), ventral medial hypothalamus (VMH), six

sections per rat were collected on SUPERFROST microscope slides and

stored at �20�C until further processing. The OXTR autoradiography

was performed following an established protocol.44,52 Briefly, the

ornithin vasotocin analog ([125I]-OVTA [d(CH2)5[Tyr(Me)2,Thr4,Orn8,

[125I]Tyr9-NH2]; Perkin Elmer) was used as a tracer. First, the slides

were thawed and allowed to dry thoroughly at room temperature. The

tissue was shortly fixed via 0.1% PFA, washed 2� in Tris (50 mM,

pH 7.4), covered with the tracer solution (50 mM tracer, 10 mMMgCl2,

0.1% BSA) for 60 min, washed 3� in Tris/MgCl2 buffer for 7 min, each,

followed by 30-min spinning in Tris/MgCl2. Finally, slides were dipped

into water and air dried before being exposed to Biomax MR films

(Kodak) for 15 days. The films were scanned using the EPSON Perfec-

tion V800 Scanner (Epson GmbH), and the optical density of each

region of interest was analyzed using ImageJ53 by subtracting the back-

ground activity as previously described.54 The analyses were performed

simultaneously for six sections per rat and per region in the left

hemisphere.

2.10 | Adrenal gland collection

After brain removal, adrenal glands were collected and stored on ice

in 1� PBS. Adrenal glands were dissected from the surrounding fat

and weighed to calculate the adrenal gland's relative weight (adrenal

gland weight/bodyweight).

2.11 | Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad PRISM 9 (Graph-

Pad Software). Normality and homoscedasticity were verified (Shapiro–

Wilk or Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and Brown-Forsythe test, respec-

tively) and analysis of outliers was run via the ROUT method. Maternal

motivation, maternal behavior, and bodyweight were analyzed using a

two-way RM ANOVA (factors: time � treatment) followed by Sidak

post-hoc multiple comparisons if main effects were found. Latency to

retrieve the first pup in the homecage was analyzed using the

4 of 12 DEMARCHI ET AL.
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Mann–Whitney test. Latency to retrieve the first pup on LD3, behav-

ioral parameters analyzed in the LDB and FST, OXTRs binding, and

adrenal gland weight were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA. Plasma

corticosterone concentration data did not meet the homoscedasticity

and a Welch's ANOVA was run. Additional size effects between groups

were calculated using the Cohen's d coefficient and eta squared h2.

Data are presented as mean ± SEM; p < .05 was considered significant

and a trend was accepted up to p = .08.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Experiment A

3.1.1 | LMS impaired maternal motivation in the
home cage

In the BMS group, no differences were found in the latencies to

retrieve the first pup between LD1 and LD7 (Mann–Whitney U = 28,

n1 = n2 = 9, p = .296 two-tailed; Figure 2A).

In BMS dams, the main effect of time on number of pups

retrieved was significant (two-way RM ANOVA [F {59, 944} = 16.13,

p < .0001, h2 = 0.16]; Figure 2B) but the main effect of LD1 and LD7

on the number of pups retrieved was not significant (two-way RM

ANOVA [F {1, 16} = 0.7047, p = .414, h2 = 0.03]; Figure 2B). In BMS

dams, there was not a significant interaction effect (two-way RM

ANOVA; factors time x treatment [F {59, 944} = 0.7729, p = .894,

h2 = 0.007]; Figure 2B).

LMS dams displayed significantly lower latencies to retrieve the

first pup on LD7 (Mann–Whitney U = 12, n1 = n2 = 8, p = .033 two-

tailed; Figure 2C). There was a significant main effect of time (two-

way RM ANOVA; [F {1.97, 27.65} = 17.23, p < .0001, h2 = 0.12];

Figure 2D) and of lactation day on the number of pups retrieved (two-

way RM ANOVA; [F {1, 14} = 6.646, p = .022, h2 = 0.25]; Figure 2D).

In LMS dams, an interaction effect was found when comparing LD1

and LD7 (two-way RM ANOVA; factors time x treatment [F {59,

826} = 1.402, p = .028, h2 = 0.009]; Figure 2D).

3.1.2 | LMS impaired maternal motivation in a
novel arena on LD3

The treatment groups differed in the latency to retrieve the first pup

(one-way ANOVA [F {2, 22} = 3.978, p = .034, h2 = 0.27]; Figure 3A).
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F IGURE 2 Maternal motivation in the
home cage on LD1 and LD7. (A) Time until
retrieval of first pup in BMS (Mann–
Whitney test). (B) Number of retrieved
pups during the 600-s test in BMS group
on LD1 (brown line) versus LD7 (green
line) (two-way RM ANOVA). (C) Time until
retrieval of first pup in LMS (Mann–
Whitney test). (D) Number of retrieved

pups during the 600-s test in LMS group
on LD1 (brown line) versus LD7 (green
line) (two-way RM ANOVA). Number of
animals: BMS = 9, LMS = 8. Dashed lines
represent SEM values. *p < .05 LD1
versus LD7.
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Post-hoc Sidak multiple comparisons test revealed that the time taken

to retrieve the first pup was significantly greater in LMS than NMS

dams (p = .029, 95% CI = [�538.9, �23.57]). However, neither NMS

and BMS (p = .445) nor BMS and LMS (p = .374) differed from each

other.

The main effect of 10-s intervals of time on the number of

retrieved pups was significant (two-way RM ANOVA [F {2.90,

66.89} = 44.73, p < .0001, h2 = 0.33]; Figure 3B) but the main

effect of treatment groups was not significant (two-way RM

ANOVA [F {2, 23} = 2.155, p = .138, h2 = 0.08]; Figure 3B). There

was no interaction effect comparing NMS, BMS and LMS dams

(two-way RM ANOVA [F {178, 2047} = 0.866, p = .891,

h2 = 0.01]; Figure 3B).

3.2 | Experiment B

3.2.1 | BMS and LMS had no effect on anxiety-
related behavior

On LD7, no significant differences between the groups were found

in the time spent in the light box of the LDB as a measure of anxi-

ety-related behavior (one-way ANOVA [F {2, 18} = 0.113, p = .895,

h2 = 0.01]) (NMS: 42.6 ± 2.3 s; BMS: 44.5 ± 4.6 s; LMS: 41.9

± 4.6 s) nor in transitions between the compartments (F [2,

18] = 1.169, p = .333, h2 = 0.15) (NMS: 10.1 ± 1.3; BMS: 10.8

± 3.5; LMS: 13.6 ± 2.2) or locomotion during the LDB test (F [2,

18] = 0.94, p = .409, h2 = 0.09) (NMS: 4436 ± 389 cm; BMS:

5188 ± 727 cm; LMS: 4163 ± 307 cm).

3.2.2 | LMS tended to increase passive stress-
coping behavior

On LD8, time spent floating during the FST over the first 5-min

test tended to differ between groups (one-way ANOVA [F {2,

20} = 2.875, p = .079, h2 = 0.22]) (NMS: 20.93 ± 4.47 s; BMS:

12.46 ± 2.87 s; LMS: 28.78 ± 6.71 s). Cohen's d coefficient

revealed the strongest effect size between LMS and BMS groups

(d = 1.06); however, this did not reach statistical significance.

Over the full 10-min test, no significant differences were found

between groups (one-way ANOVA [F {2, 20} = 2.083, p = .150,

h2 = 0.17]).

3.3 | Experiment C

3.3.1 | BMS and LMS increased LG behavior

The main effect of time (two-way RM ANOVA [F {1.839,

18.3} = 27.64, p < .0001, h2 = 0.36]; Figure 4A) and of treatment

(two-way RM ANOVA [F {1, 10} = 25.69, p = .0005, h2 = 0.01];

Figure 4A) on the total mean LG frequency was significant. LG dif-

fered between the groups depending on time and treatment (two-way

RM ANOVA; factors time x treatment [F {2, 20} = 12.69, p = .0003,

h2 = 0.17]; Figure 4A). The post-hoc Sidak multiple comparisons

revealed that from T1 (before separation) to T2 (after separation),

BMS (p = .037) and LMS dams (p = .002) showed increased LG com-

pared to the NMS group.

ABN did not differ depending on time (two-way RM ANOVA

[F {2, 20} = 2.686, p = .093, h2 = 0.15]; Figure 4B) or treatment

(two-way RM ANOVA [F {1, 10} = 1.645, p = .228, h2 = 0.04];

Figure 4B). In addition, when calculating the delta LG frequencies

between T2 (after separation) and T1 (before separation), there

was a main time effect (two-way ANOVA [F {5, 90} = 15.97,

p < .0001, h2 = 0.12]; Figure 4C), a main treatment effect (two-

way ANOVA [F {2, 90} = 212.3, p < .0001, h2 = 0.62]; Figure 4C)

and an interaction effect (two-way ANOVA, factors time x treat-

ment [F {10, 90} = 9.553, p < .0001, h2 = 0.14]; Figure 4C). Post-

hoc Sidak multiple comparisons revealed increased LG in BMS

versus NMS on LD1 (p = .006), LD2 (p = .0003), LD3 (p < .0001),

LD5 (p < .0001), and LMS versus NMS from LD1 to LD6

(p < .0001, each; Figure 4C), but no differences were observed

when comparing BMS and LMS. No significant effect was found

when calculating the delta ABN frequencies between T2 and T1

(Figure 4D).
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Number of animals: NMS = 9, BMS = 9,
LMS = 8. Dashed lines represent SEM
values. *p < .05 LMS versus NMS.
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NMS BMS LMSF IGURE 4 Maternal care in the home
cage before and after separation from
LD1 to LD6. Mean overall frequency of
(A) licking and grooming the pups (LG) and
(B) arched back nursing (ABN) for 60 min
at T1 (preceding the separation) and T2
(immediately after reunion with the pups).
Delta scores (T2-T1) for (C) LG and
(D) ABN from LD1 to LD6. (A–D) Two-

way RM ANOVA, number of animals:
n = 7 (each group). Results are expressed
as mean + SEM. *p < .05, **p < .0001
LMS versus NMS; T2 versus T1; #p < .05,
##p < .0001 BMS versus NMS.

(A)

(C)

(B)

F IGURE 5 Oxytocin receptor (OXTR) binding in brain regions of the limbic system and maternal network on LD7. (A) Overview of gray
densities (arbitrary units) for OXTR binding in the analyzed brain areas (PL: numbers in italic represent a trend in LMS versus NMS). (B) Optical
gray densities (arbitrary units) for OXTR binding in the MPOA and PL. (C) Representative coronal brain sections of the prelimbic cortex (PL) and
medial preoptic area (MPOA) demonstrating differences in OXTR binding. Abbreviations: Agranular insular cortex (AIP), accessory olfactory nuclei
(AOB), bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), central amygdala (CeA), lateral septum dorsal (dLS) and ventral (vLS), medial preoptic area
(MPOA), nucleus accumbens shell (NAcc shell), prelimbic cortex (PL), ventral medial hypothalamus (VMH). (A, B) One-way ANOVA, number of
animals: n = 7 (each group). Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. *p < .05 LMS versus BMS.
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3.3.2 | BMS and LMS had no effect on basal plasma
corticosterone concentrations

The treatment groups did not differ in basal plasma corticosterone

concentrations (Welch's ANOVA test; p = .116) (NMS: 419.3

± 121.5 ng/ml; BMS: 150.1 ± 41.3 ng/ml; LMS: 720.3 ± 314.4 ng/ml).

3.3.3 | LMS increased OXTR binding in the MPOA

In the MPOA, OXTR binding differed between treatment groups (one-

way ANOVA [F {2, 17} = 3.726, p = .045, h2 = 0.30]; Figure 5A–C).

Post-hoc Sidak multiple comparisons revealed a significant difference

between the BMS and LMS groups (p = .043). In the PL region, OXTR

binding tended to differ between treatment groups (one-way ANOVA

[F {2, 18} = 3.005, p = .075, h2 = 0.25]; Figure 5A–C). Cohen's

d coefficient revealed the strongest effect size between NMS and

LMS groups (d = 1.16). No differences in OXTR binding between the

treatment groups were found in the other analyzed regions: CeA (F [2,

18] = 0.346, p = .712), BNST (F [2, 17] = 0.907, p = .422), AIP (F [2,

18] = 1.836, p = .188), NAcc shell (F [2, 17] = 0.647, p = .536), AOB

(F [2, 17] = 0.228, p = .798), dLS (F [2, 17] = 0.004, p = .995), vLS (F

[2, 17] = 2.132, p = .149), VMH (F [2, 18] = 0.952, p = .405).

3.4 | Adrenal glands and bodyweight

Neither the relative adrenal gland weight on LD7 (one-way ANOVA [F

{2, 18} = 0.1257, p = .883, h2 = 0.01]) (NMS: 247 ± 7 mg; BMS: 257

± 13 mg; LMS: 253 ± 19 mg) nor the change in bodyweight over the

days in mothers (two-way RM ANOVA; factors time x treatment [F

{12, 108} = 0.511, p = .904, h2 = 0.06]; data not shown) or litters

(two-way RM ANOVA; factors time x treatment [F {10, 90} = 0.286,

p = .983, h2 = 0.03]; data not shown) differed between the groups.

4 | DISCUSSION

The present study compared the consequences of daily brief versus

long maternal separation in the first week postpartum on rat mothers'

maternal, emotional, physiological, and neuroendocrine parameters

(see Table 1 for an overview of the results). Overall, we were able to

demonstrate that LMS had a stronger impact on various factors com-

pared to BMS.

LMS resulted in reduced maternal motivation both in the home

cage on LD1 (Figure 2C–D) and in a novel, and more challenging,

arena (Figure 3). Interestingly, maternal motivation was normalized

after 1 week of separation thereby demonstrating that the mothers

might have adapted to the daily separation distress.55 On the con-

trary, BMS dams did not show alterations in maternal motivation

(Figures 2A,B and 3). These findings are consistent with previous stud-

ies demonstrating a slower pup retrieval of dams that had been sepa-

rated from their pups for 180-min or even 360-min versus

15-min.20,26,56 Our results reveal that long maternal separation

reduced maternal motivation immediately, followed by an improve-

ment over 1 week possibly due to coping strategies. As previously

demonstrated by Stolzenberg et al.,57 the rescue of maternal motiva-

tion as a result of repeated distress experiences may even imply epi-

genetic alterations at the level of chromatin modifications, which in

turn change the expression of genes that promote, particularly in the

MPOA,57 one of the main brain regions where pup retrieval is

processed.58,59

With respect to maternal care, both LMS and BMS mothers

showed more LG behavior compared to NMS dams. When analyzing

the data day-by-day, it becomes clear that LMS dams tended to

increase LG behavior over the course of the lactation days

(Figure 4C), peaking on LD6. These findings are supported by the liter-

ature's assertion that either a short or protracted maternal separation

improves maternal behavior.21,25,60–65 In fact, it has been suggested

that separation stress serves as a catalyst for increased maternal

behavior.66,67 Thus, the enhanced pup-directed care following the

reunion is probably an attempt to make up for the pups' lack of care

during the separation.20

As maternal behavior is mediated by increased brain OXT signal-

ing, among others,29,31,68 we speculated that maternal separation

might interfere with the mothers' brain OXT system.42 In fact, alter-

ation in OXTR binding has been described in a different maternal sep-

aration model, that is, 15-min per day lasting from LD1 to LD22 using

Wistar rat mothers.64 Therefore, we analyzed OXTR binding in several

limbic and maternal network regions following 1 week of separation.

We found that LMS dams – in comparison to BMS and NMS mothers

– had significantly increased OXTR binding in the MPOA and tended

to have higher OXTR binding in the PL, but not in any other region

analyzed (CeA, BNST, AIP, NAcc shell, OB, LS, VMH; Figure 5A–C).

While the MPOA is commonly associated with pup retrieval behav-

ior69,70 (for reviews see51,59,71), little is known about a potential role

of the PL in maternal behavior. Recently, the PL has been shown to

modulate the reward system through the OXT system.72 OXT neurons

are highly activated during pup nursing and OXT is released not only

into the periphery but also within the brain.73,74 Furthermore, nursing

the pups is a reward for the mother that is even stronger than

cocaine75 and pup retrieval requires the dopamine mesolimbic system

activity.76 Thus, we hypothesize that the mother is seeking to nurse

the pups, which in turn could lead to their retrieval when outside

the nest.

Interestingly, a study by Stamatakis et al.64 describes effects of

maternal separation on OXTR binding similar to ours, that is, increased

OXTR binding in the prefrontal cortex and MPOA. In addition, the

authors show higher OXTR binding also in the hippocampus, LS, and

NAcc shell, which was not found in our study. This discrepancy could

be explained by the extended maternal separation distress (22 days

vs. 7 days) as well as the different rat strain (Wistar vs. Sprague–Daw-

ley). Furthermore, different technical approaches had been used, that

is, analyses of sagittal brain sections64 while we used coronal sections

resulting in a different volumetric area for each brain region. How-

ever, Stamatakis et al.64 also demonstrate that in separated rat dams
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increased OXTR binding is paralleled by more LG of the pups, which is

in line with studies on high LG-ABN mothers77 as well as with our

present findings. Indeed, LMS dams exhibited the highest frequency

of LG after 1 week of maternal separation (Figure 4A,C). Therefore,

we speculate that the increased OXTR binding we found in LMS dams

might be part of a compensatory strategy for potentially less brain

OXT activity, consistent with other studies showing concomitant

opposite central changes in OXT and OXTR levels.78,79 Indeed, the

prolonged separation leads to less interactions with the pups, and

consequently less milk ejection reflexes, which in turn might result in

reduced brain OXT signaling. On the other hand, daily brief separation

may not be sufficient to cause alterations at the level of the OXT sys-

tem during the first postpartum week. Further research could test this

hypothesis, especially as the current literature already suggests that

the OXT system is modulated by maternal separation, for example,

reduced c-Fos expression in OXT+ neurons of the SON of prolonged

separated mothers22 and less immunoreactive OXT neurons in the

PVN of 180-min separated mothers.20

While anxiety-related behavior is reduced in lactation51,80,81 nei-

ther BMS nor LMS had any effect compared with NMS. The literature

is not consistent as some studies on prolonged maternal separation

describe the same lack of effect on anxiety-related behavior,21,27

whereas other studies indicate higher anxiety in prolonged separated

mothers.56,82,83 Differences in maternal separation procedures, rat

strain, and anxiety-testing methods could explain these discrepancies.

For example, prolonged separated Sprague–Dawley mothers did not

show altered anxiety-related behavior in the elevated plus maze,21

whereas separated Wistar rats had increased anxiety-related behav-

ior.56,82,83 Therefore, more research with consistent paradigms is

needed to better understand the impact of maternal separation on

anxiety-related behavior in lactating mothers.

When tested for passive stress-coping in the FST, which is indica-

tive of a depressive-like phenotype47 (but also see84), LMS but not

BMS dams showed a tendency towards increased floating behavior in

the first 5 min. Such increased floating behavior in LMS is in line with

previous studies.25,26 The lack of effect in BMS mothers further dem-

onstrates that brief separation from the pups may not be sufficient to

increase passive stress-coping, which might be explained by the fact

that BMS could represent a safer and more natural early rearing con-

dition than LMS.60 Interestingly, passive stress-coping in the FST is

influenced by brain OXT signaling as shown, for example, by intranasal

and intracerebroventricular administration of OXT in male and female

rats.85,86 Hence, altered OXT signaling in separated mothers could

also be involved in altered passive stress-coping behavior. However,

there is, as yet, no direct evidence for such an effect of OXT in sepa-

rated rat mothers.

Basal plasma corticosterone levels did not differ between groups,

which contrasts with a study where daily repeated brief separation in

Sprague–Dawley dams,26 or the total removal of the offspring,

reduced basal corticosterone levels.87–89 However, we did not test

the stress response of the HPA axis, which may have given us a differ-

ent picture regarding group differences. In a recent study, restraint

stress induced higher corticosterone levels in virgin females and in

one day separated dams, but not in control lactating dams.87 Future

research could shed more light on the impact of offspring separation

on the mother's basal as well as the stress-induced HPA axis response.

Since corticosterone is produced by and released from the adrenal

glands, we also assessed their relative weight as an increase is thought

to be an indicator for chronic stress.89 However, we could not detect

any differences between groups, which is in line with our corticoste-

rone results, but in contrast to previous studies that show increased

adrenal gland weight in prolonged separated dams.26,60 The longer

maternal separation procedures (2 weeks vs. 1 week) may account for

the discrepancies. In fact, one week of separation might not be a suffi-

cient stimulus, as it has been shown that chronic stress over

two weeks induced adrenal gland hyperplasia and hypertropia.89

Neither the bodyweight of the mothers nor the overall weight of

their litters was different at any timepoint measured. This confirms

previous studies demonstrating that the separation itself has no

impact on the mothers' bodyweight.26,60 In addition, a daily 3-h lack

of milk ingestion did not affect the weight of pups, suggesting that

the responsiveness of BMS and LMS dams to the pups was not

altered, which is in line with our data of unaltered ABN (Figure 4B–D).

As with many studies, the design of the current study is subject to lim-

itations. A small number of rats were used for behavioral analysis as

higher numbers might have revealed a slightly stronger behavioral

outcome. Another limitation was the type of behavioral tests: addi-

tional anxiety- and depressive-like behavioral tests could have given

more information about the phenotypes of the separated mothers.

Finally, the duration of maternal separation treatment days could have

limited some molecular and/or behavioral outcomes.

In conclusion, our findings confirm previous studies demonstrat-

ing that one week of daily prolonged separation from the pups has a

significant impact on the mother's maternal behavior. Our results

TABLE 1 Summary of the behavioral and neuroendocrine results.

Group Maternal care PRT LD1 vs. LD7 PRT LD3 Passive stress-coping Plasma cort OXTR binding

NMS = = = = =

BMS = = = = =

LMS = = MPOA

Note: Increase, decrease, “=” no difference.

Abbreviations: BMS, brief maternal separation; cort, corticosterone; LD, lactation day; LMS, long maternal separation; MPOA, medial preoptic area; OXTR,

oxytocin receptor; NMS, non-maternally separated; PRT, pup retrieval test.
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suggest a potential compensatory mechanism of increased OXTR

expression in maternal brain regions due to the limited pup contact,

underlining the complicated involvement of the OXT system when it

comes to a break of the maternal bond.
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